TEAMSTERS 213
TRUCKING UNION

A real-time collaboration platform for
the logistics industry

OVERVIEW
Teamsters Local 213 is a Vancouver based Labour Union with approximately 1000 members. They
allocate trucking jobs to their registered members. The Truck Union was initially processing everything
manually, from creating a driver proﬁle to the onboarding process and assigning tasks to drivers. This
was a tedious and slow process with high turnaround times. Communication between Union & members
was very inefﬁcient & sporadic. Moreover, the Union could not track their members whereabouts
during normal work hours.

BUSINESS REQUIREMENT
Teamsters 213 needed a platform / real-time member tracking system which would help
them better collaborate with their union members
To send / receive direct messages to / from the members
To track the member location during the work hours
Create a data-repository wherein all the details of the union members can be saved,
which would include name, email, phone number, current location, etc.
Store all member data in an easy to extract format

OUR SOLUTION
We created a Mobile Application through which the communication gap between union members and
Teamsters 213 was bridged. With the application supporting English, Punjabi, Hindi and French,
localization and user-friendliness was given prime importance. A real time member tracking system
was implemented. Our solution was based on Flutter, a cross platform technology that allowed us to
reuse 80%+ of the code base for development in iOS & Android. This meant a 60% faster time-tomarket.

THE CELESTIAL METHODOLOGY
IN ARCH IT ECTURE
Flexibility & scalability were the deciding factors of the Application Architecture of Teamsters 213. We
focussed on Flutter BLoC pattern while designing the architecture with prime focus on testability and
feature segregation. We mixed ﬂutter BLoC & MVVM to achieve a potentially good design. BLoC
helped us to segregate business logic from UI and MVVM helped us to maintain UI data. UI was
dependent on BLoC & BLoC was dependent on the Data repository. We also targeted to add Build
variants (like production build & beta build) functionality for easy and smooth build creation.
IN D EVELOPMEN T
We used AGILE Methodology while developing Teamsters 213. The complete app development was
divided into a few Sprints. In each sprint we created several user stories. Since the application
architecture was planned before starting feature development, adding feature screens were a smooth
process. End of the Sprint, RC builds were pushed to the QA team for testing using our CI/CD build,
which was based on Jenkins Pipeline & Fastlane. Proper Unit Testing helped us avoid regressions.

BENEFITS
FOR T EAMST ERS 213 MEMBE R - FOR MAN AGE ME N T
Provides access to information on the
drivers – name, email, etc – a data
repository was created
Notiﬁes them if the drivers enter any
restricted areas, i.e, competitor sites etc.
Provides a proper speed tracking system
Allows broadcasting of news and videos
to the drives to improve their skillsets
Easy onboarding of new members to the
union through the app

FOR U NION MEMB ER – F OR DRIV E RS
Enables quick reach out to the union for
any queries
Allows to send messages directly to the
union
Reduces the turnaround time on issues
raised by the members

TECHNOLOGIES USED

THE FINAL OUTCOME
An end-to-end system which was developed to manage the trucking union members helped achieve:
70% increased efﬁciency in issue resolution
45% improvement in job allocation
60% reduction in on ﬁeld queries
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